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i Inspection on 7/13-8/10,1982 (Combined Report Nos. 50-317/82-18 and 50-318/82-16).
Treas Inspected: Routine, onsite regular and backshift inspection by the resident
inspectors (145 hours). Areas inspected included the control room and the accessible

! portions of the auxiliary, turbine, service and intake buildings; radiation protection;
physical security; fire protection; plant operating records; maintenance; surveillance;
plant operations, radioactive waste releases, open. items,-TMI Action Plan Items,
emergency response; and reports to the NRC.

Violations: Two: Inadvertant Safety Injection Actuation, detail 5; and Failure
to Properly Clear Tag, detail 10.
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DETAILS

1. . Persons Contacted

The following technical and supervisory level personnel were contacted:

D. E. Buffington, Fire Protection Inspector
J. T. Carroll, General Supervisor, Operations
P. T. Crinigan, Senior Engineer
S. M. Davis, General Supervisor, Operations QA
R. E. Denton, General Supervisor, Training /Technica Services
C. L. Dunkerly, Shift Supervisor
W. G. Gibson, General Supervisor, Electrical & Controls
J. E. Gilbert, Shift Supervisor
R. P. Heibel, Principal Engineer, Technical Support
J. R. Hill, Supervisor, Operations Training
S. E. Jones, Assistant General Supervisor, Training
J. F. Lohr, Shift Supervisor
R. O. Mathews, Assistant General Supervisor, Nuclear Security
G. S. Pavis, Engineer, Operations
J. E. Rivera, Shift Supervisor
P. G. Rizzo, Engineering Analyst
L. B. Russell, Plant Superintendent
J. A. Snyder, Supervisor, Instrument Maintenance Unit 2
T. L. Sydnor, Supervisor, Project Management
R. L. Wenderlich, Engineer, Operations
J. M. Yoe, Instructor, Training

-D. Zyriek, Shift Supervisor

Other licensee employees were also contacted.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (318/82-07-07) New Fire Door in Charging Pump Room Blocked
Open. The licensee detennined that due to lack of ventilation in the new charg-
ing pump enclosures it was necessary to routinely leave these doors open. The,

licensee stated that automatic door closures would be installed with fusible links'

such that automatic closure would occur in case of a fire. During a tour of.the
Auxiliary Builaing the inspector noted that new closures had been installed, how-
ever, the method of installation did not allow the doors to be manually closed.

,

| (They were blocked about 18 inches open). The licensee initiated action'to
! correct the closure installation. Upon re-examination, the inspector observed

that the closure on the door to 11 charging pinp still would not allow the door
to be closed. The licensee stated that this problem would be corrected and the
fire doors appropriately labeled. This item remains open.

__
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2. Review of Plant Operations
.

A. Daily Inspection

The inspector toured the facility to verify proper manning and access -
control, and observed adherence'to approved procedures and LCOs.
Instrumentation and recorder traces were observed. Status of control
room annunciators were reviewed. Nuclear instrunent panels;and other
reactor protective systems were examined. Control rod insertion limits
were verified. - Containment temperature and pressure indications were

' checked against Technical -Specifications. ' Stack monitor recorder traces
were reviewed for indications of releases. Panel indications for onsite/
offsite emergency power sources were examined for automatic operability.
Control room, shift supervisor, tagout log books, and operating orders
were reviewed for operating trends and activities. During egress from
the protected area, the inspector verified operability of radiological
monitoring equipment and that radioactivity monitoring was done' before .'

release of equipment and materials'to unrestricted use.

These checks were perfomed on the following dates: July 14,15,16,19,
21, 23, 27, 28, August 2, 3, and 4,1982.

On 8/3/82 the inspector noted that Unit 2 containment average--

temperature was almost the LC0 limit of 120 F (actual 119.5 F).
Oneservice water heat exchanger was isolated for tube cleaning
and the licensee had increased service water flow to two of the
four containment coolers. The inspector noted that the fourteen
points labeled containment liner temperature averaged 127.6*F
(range 119 to 141*F) on temperature recorders 2 TR 23 and 2 TR 24
in the control room and questioned the validity of the containment
average temperature. Investigation revealed that the points were
misnamed both on the recorder and in the Unit 2 instrument index.
The appropriate name was the primary shield liner tenperature

' which was the location of the temperature sensors as opposed to
| the containment liner. The' licensee stated that the recorder names

and instrument index would be appropriately revised. This will be
followed by the NRC (318/82-16-01). No unacceptable conditions
were identified.

B. Weekly System Alignment Inspection

Operating confimation was made of selected piping system trains.
Accessible valve positions in the flow path were verified correct.
Proper power supply and breaker alignment was verified. Visual
inspections of major components were perfomed. Operability of
instruments essential to system perfomance was verified. The
following systems were checked:

|
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~ Unit 1 S'altwater System in the Intake Structure and Turbine--
1

-Building on 7/16. i

Unit 2 High Pressure Safety Injection train 22A and Low Pressure ---

Safety Injection train 22B flow control valves in the 27 foot west .
' Penetration Room on 7/26. The power supplies for these valves on
MCC 204 and MCC 214 were checked on 7/28.

Diesel Generators Air Starting System lineup. on 8/6.--

No ~ unacceptable conditions were identified.

C. Biweekly Inspection

Verification of the following tagouts indicated the action was properly '

conducted.

Tagout 34600, Unit 2 Service Water System valve repair (25W197),-
,

verified on 7/21.
'

Tagout 34527, ECCS Pump Room Exhaust Fan 12, verified on 8/3.---

Boric acid tank samples were compared to the Technical Specifications.
Tank levels were also confimed.

D. Other Checks

During plant tours, the inspector observed shift turnovers, security
practices at vital area barriers, completion and use .of radiation work
pemits, protective clothing and respirators. The use and operational
status of personnel monitoring practices and area radiation and air
monitors were reviewed. Equipment tagouts were sampled for confomance
with TS LCOs. Plant' housekeeping and cleanliness were evaluated. Other
TS LCOs, including RCS Chemistry and Activity, Secondary Chemistry and
Activity, watertight doors, and remote instrumentation were checked.

On 7/28/82 the inspector noted that the tape attaching a warning--

sign posting the 45 foot west Penetration Room on Unit 2 as a
Radiation Area had come loose and the sign had fallen into a
position where the warning was no longer visible. The inspector
pointed this out to a principal radiation-chemistry technician'
who stated that he would correct the problem.

__ _ _ _ .._._ .__ _ _
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! On 7/22/82 the inspector noted that a portable CO2 fire extinguisher'--

had been left unattended and unsecured (standing vertically and not
i fastened to a structure or storage rack) after normal working hours.

in the Unit 2 45 foot west electrical penetration room. Some combustible,

. material had been left in.the same room (paper cup, cardboard box, paper,

suit, cotton glove. and roll of cheesecloth).;

: . .

.

! The inspector infomed the shift supervisor of these-items. Additionally,
the inspector noted a large accumulation of. combustible trash material

-in yellow poly _ bags in the 45 foot Auxiliary Building truck bay adjacentj

to the Unit 2 west electrical Penetration Room. The inspector discussed,

this item with the Station Fire Protection' Inspector who stated that,

| this was a continuing problem, particularly following long plant outages,
I and that he had been working with the Radiation Safety Department on
| improving trash processing / storage. The Fire Inspector said he would

continue efforts in this area. The inspector also discussed this problem
with the General Supervisor, Training and Technical Services.p

The inspector had no further questions regarding the combustible
material-and unsecured fire. extinguisher in the penetration room. The;

accumulation of combustible trash _ in the truck bay (317/82-18-01).
is unresolved

pending licensee. action and subsequent NRC review
|
.

| -- -During a tour of the Auxiliary Building the inspector noted that the
four new Conax electrical penetrations, replacing defective Amphenol,

Type 2E penetrations, had various states of nitrogen prechange pressure
(between0and50'psig). All four charging connections were still,

2 labeled with QC Hold -Tags indicating that the penetrations were type
L 2E and did not need charging. Old ink markings on the wall also
; indicated that they should not be charged. Discussions with

_

; licensee personnel indicated that the'Conax penetrations had been
'

qualified without a charge, however, the technical manual allowed pre-;

charging 'during operation as an indicator of leakage. ' The licensee
: stated that they intended to charge the penetrations with nitrogen
I and would correct the labeling. This item is unresolved pending

|
licensee action and reinspection by the NRC (317/82-18-02).

3. Emergency Response Plan Exercises

i The inspector observed portions of the licensee's Emergency Response Plan drill
conducted on 7/27/82. The inspector observed activities in the Technical

: Support Center and attended the critique of the exercise. Licensee personnel
were thorough and candid in their evaluation of the exercise. The inspector
recomended that future drills require more use of installed meteorological

i equipment on a real time basis and use of the capabilities of the Technical
Support Center computer, at least to exercise the equipment and ensure assigned
personnel are familiar with its operation. The inspector also expressed concern.

to the General Supervisor, Operations, about the threshold for Unusual Events,
especially regarding events which require certain plant conditions and a reactor

!
i

i
,
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mode change. The NRC has stated that this condition is not appropriate for
a detennination of Unusual Event and allowed the licensee a period of time
to revise their Emergency Action Levels or justify their position. The
General Supervisor, Operations, stated that the licensee would not hesitate
to declare Unusual Events in those cases where a mode change would clearly be
required upon reaching the conclusion that it would be required and not waiting
for the actual mode change. A GS-0 Notes and Instructions entry was made
addressing this point with operations personnel.

4. Observation of Physical Security

The resident inspector checked, during regular and offshift hours, on whether
selected aspects of security met regulatory requirements, physical security
plans, and approved procedures.

A. Security Staffing

Observations and personnel interviews indicated that a full time--

member of the security organization with authority to direct
physical security actions was present as required.

Manning of all three shifts on various days was observed to be--

as required.

B. Physical Barriers

Selected barriers in the protected area and the vital area were observed.-
Random monitoring of isolation zones was perfonned. Observations of
truck and car searches were made.

C. Access Control

Observations of the following were made:

-- Identification, authorization, and badging;
'

Access control searches;--

Escorting;--

Conrnunications;--

Compensa W y measures when required.--

At 11:03 a.m. on 7/26/82 the licensee received a bomb threat to c location
outside the protected area. The licensee pursued the threat and made
notifications as' required. The inspector observed portions of the licensee's
response.

No unacceptable conditions were identified.

|

.
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'5. - Review of Events Requiring One Hour Notification to the NRC
.

The circumstances surrounding the following events requiring prompt NRC (one
hour) notification via the dedicated telephone (ENS-line) were reviewed.

Unit 2 tripped from 85% power at -1:50 p.m. ,-7/14/82. .The cause was over---

speed trip of Steam Generator Feed Pump-21 resulting in. low steam generator
water levels.~ A faulty differential pressure controller on a feedwater
regulating valve was replaced and the unit was made critical at 1:45 a.m.,
7/15. Inspector' review of post trip records, including charts of steam
generator water levels and pressures, primary pressure, sequence of events
log, alam typewriter printout, and discussions with operators detemined
that systemsfunctioned as designed following the trip. Steam generators'
water level was back on scale after 10 minutes for 22 generator and 25
minutes for 21 steam generator.*

-- . At 1:07 p.m. on 7/20/82 'an interruption of saltwater flow to both Unit 2
Service Water heat exchangers occurred when a comon discharge header.
butterfly valve, 2 SW 197, . failed shut. (The shear pins connecting the
valve operating stem to the valve disk failed, and the disk shifted toward
theclosedposition.) Saltwater flow was' restored to service water cooler
22 by 1:30 p.m. using the emergency overboard discharge flowpath.

. A power reduction was initiated shortly _ after the valve failure to reduce
heat load on the Service tfater system and meet T.S. requirements for loss
of both Service Water loops (T.S. 3.7.4.1 and 3.0.3). No high temperature ~
alams were received on equipment cooled by service water during the event.
The NRC inspector was present onsite and observed the licensee's response

;' during the major portion of the event. The licensee reported the event and-

the plant ' status to the resident inspector about 1:20 p.m. and reported the
event to the NRC Emergency Operations Center at 1:53 p.m. A' power increase
was initiated at 2:05 p.m.

On 7/21, the licensee completed a walkdown of the affected portions of the
! Saltwater system and ~ verified that no damage'.had occurred from the sudden

valve closure and the resulting water hammer effect. ~0n 7/22, following
valve replacement, saltwater cooling was restored to both Service Water
heat exchangers. Additional.NRC review of licensee corrective actions
for this event will be conducted following receipt of the followup report
for-Unit 2 LER 82-34.

Unit 1 tripped at 2:33 a.m. on 7/11, during the conduct of a routine (weekly)--

preventive maintenance test of the main turbine electro-hydraulic control
system. All systems functioned nomally following the trip. The licensee
is investigating the cause of the trip, and suspects a malfunction in the
power load imbalance trip circuit. Until the cause of the turbine trip is'

found, the licensee has stopped perfoming the power load imbalance portion
of the preventive maintenance. Inspector review of post trip records and
discussions'with operators detemined that systems functioned as required

: following the trip.
:

i-

i
,
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At 8:30 a.m. on 8/5/82 and inadvertant Safety Injection actuation occurred--

when a technician erred.in rtmoving Channel C Pressurizer pressure instru-
ment from service while Channel D was still being calibrated by other
technicians. The calibration was being performed under MR 0-82-3923
initiated on 8/4 to calibrate all four pressurizer pressure safety channels.
A QC inspector was monitoring the work in the containment. The
maintenance instructions did not preclude simultaneous testing of two or
more channels, just directing the calibration of the channels per FTI 104,
a transmitter calibration data sheet.

The inspector was in the control room at the time of the actuation and
observed the licensee actions. The control room operator observed that
alanns were being received on a second channel immediately prior to the
actuation and surmised the cause of the actuation to be technician error.
Operators rapidly verified adequate
and proceeded to block (pull to lock) pressure (the reactor was in Mode 3)Safety Injection and Boric Acid Pumps
which had started, reset the actuation locally and restore Service Water
cooling to the Turbine Building. The inspector reviewed selected recorder
traces and alarm typewriter printouts and verified equipment performed as
designed. The technicians in the containment were contacted and the
actuntion was terminated.

The inspector discussed the inadvertant actuation with technicians, operators
and plant management. The inspector expressed concern about the relatively
frequent occurence of inadvertant safety system challenges at the plant
which appeared to be caused by technician and operator error, lack of'
experience, lack of adequate procedures, lack of control, inadequate
technician training, or a canbination of these factors.

Inadvertant safety system challenges caused by technicians and/or operators
which have been reviewed by the NRC over the last year include:

NRC
Date Actuation Inspection Report

6/24/82 Unit 1 Safety Injection, Containment Isolation
and Spray 317/82-16

'
6/04/82 Unit 1 ESFAS 4KV Undervoltage 317/82-12
5/17/82 Unit 1 ESFAS 4KV Undervoltage 317/82-12
5/17/82 Unit 1 ESFAS 4KV Undervoltage 317/82-12
4/17/82 Unit 2 Reactor Protection System 318/82-07

12/23/81 Unit 1 Recirculation Actuation Systea(cause unknown) 317/81-27
'

9/14/81 Unit 1 ESFAS 4KV Undervoltage 317/81-18
1

, During the exit meeting for NRC on 6/22/82, Inspection Report 82-12/82-10,
| the inspector addressed NRC concern regarding inadvertant safety system
; challenges at Calvert Cliffs and requested that the licensee examine

causal factors and attempt to reduce their frequency.
4

i

i
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'Specifically, the inspector stated that actuation on 8/5/82 was a violation
in that adequate procedural controls were not in place for the maintenance
activity as required by Technical Specification 6.8.1 (317/82-18-06). The
inspector requested that the licensee address actions taken or planned to
minimize the other causal factors in their response to this item.

~

Unit 1 tripped at 6:29 p.m. on 8/4, when a disconnect was opened on (running)--

Service . Water Pump 13. The voltage transient caused a sensed RPS Bus under-
voltage anticipatory turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip. Syste s-
functioned nomally after the trip except all four pressurizer pressure
channels were found to have experienced a (low) setpoint drift of about
40 pounds (see paragraph 7.B).

The inspector discussed the event with licensee personnel and reviewed
post trip records to verify equipment perfomed as designed. The Turbine
Building operator stated that he had been directed by the Control Room to
shift Saltwater (SW) and Service Water (SRW) pump lineups preparatory to
cleaning (bulleting) the Service Water heat exchanger. He stated that
he had initially shifted the disconnect for SW pep 13 per 0129 and then
attempted to shift (open) tha disconnect for SRW pump 13 from No.11
4KV bus prior to closing the disconnect from No.14 4KV bus, the redundant
feed. Violent arcing ensued inside the disconnect enclosure because the
SRW pep was running. (Although OI 15, revised 6/21/82, Unit 1 SRW
system directs the opening and closing of the disconnects, 0I 27 C,
4.16 KV System, revised 9/23/81, contains a stepwise procedure for per-
foming this evolution including a requirement for local verification at
the supply breaker that it is open prior to opening its respective dis-
connect. A temporary change has been initiated to refer to the requirements
of OI 27 when operating the disconnects.) A portion of the contact area
was vaporized and a fireball blew open the disconnect enclosure, buckling
the cabinet and narrowly missed the operator. The 27 foot Switchgear Room
Halon system actuated nearly simultaneously with the opening of the dis-
connect. The licensee could not detemine whether the fire had self-
extinguished or been put out by the full flood halon system which actuated:

| as designed. Discussions with the Control Room Operators on shift indicated
| that they shculd not have directed the operator to shift SRW lineups

without first verifying that the third pump was off. (The third pump is
an installed spare which is nomally not running, however, during high heat
load situations such as on 8/4, all three pumps are run to maintain

| nomal discharge pressure to counter cooling control valves going wideopen.)
|

The inspector reviewed the operator's training record and noted that he
had recently (5/20/82) baen trained on OI 27 and had also been signed
off on a practical factor (actual or talk through) for operation of SRW

i

i or SW pump disconnects. A design feature of the disconnect switches

I
.

|
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apparently did not function properly in that the insertion of a key
prior to opening the disconnect is supposed to trip the feeder breaker
in the event it is not open. The licensee has initiated a Calvert
Cliffs Incident Report to review the event and recm nend actions to
prevent recurrence. This event is considered a licensee identified
item. The NRC will review the Incident Report and corrective actions
(317/82-18-04).

I

At 12:15 a.m. on 7/17, an operator noticed a mismatch between the--

narrow (192") and wide range (180") level indicators for Safety
Injection Tank (SIT) 11 B. The narrow ran
did have a low level alam (190" setpoint)ge indicator (sigma type)lit on the faceplate.
Upon tapping the sigma level decreased offscale low (minimum reading

~184"). The level was restored by 1:08 a.m. within the one hour required
by Technical Specifications.

The licensee notified the NRC Operations Center at 12:35 a.m. , and
subsequently issued LER 82-35/lT addressing the event.

The inspector reviewed the circumstances surrounding the event and

Panel 1C09 (Window H-3) port dated 7/30/82.
the written followup re The control room alam on

was required to be set at 187 inches per the
Unit 1 setpoint book, however, apparently did not work. Maintenance
action MR 0-82-3587 was initiated on 7/17/82 to investigate the alam,
however, this required a unit outage to go inside the containment to
troubleshoot the alann (sonoprobe type). The licensee's report
addressed as corrective action plans to log both narrow and wide
range level (minimum scale division on wide range is 10 inches) and
take action if either is outside specification. The inspector stated
that the written report was incomplete in that the apparent failure of
the control room panel low level sonoprobe alam was not mentioned nor
was mention made of the existing sigma alam and possible action to
prevent recurrence (such as highlighting the event with operators to
ensure they investigate the transmitter alams).

The licensee was requested to resubmit the subject LER, which remains
'

open pending receipt and review by the-NRC.

- . - - .- -_ _
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6. Radioactive Waste Releases
5

| Records arid sample results of the following liquid and/or gaseous radioactive
~

: waste. releases were reviewed- to verify confomance with regulatory requirements
prior to release.

-- -Gaseous Waste Pemit G-080-82, Waste Gas Decay Tank 12 released on
37/19/82. Group I' release rate 5.45 E Am /sec.

~- . Liquid Pemit M-lll-82, release of miscellaneous Waste Monitor Tank on
7/26/82. Total released was 4.18 E-3 curies excluding tritium and noble
gases.

Gaseous Waste Pemit_ G-083-82, Unit 2 Containgent Vent via ECCS Plmp| --

Roomon7/2g/sec. Group I release rate 28.6 m3/sec. Group II release/82.-;

rate .454 m,

Liquid Pemit R-067-82, release of 12 Reactor Coolant Waste Monitor Tank--

on 8/6/82. Composite release rate 2 E-8 uC/cc.

About 2 cubic feet of resin was spilled at about 7:00 p.m. on 7/13/82 during a
transfer from the spent resin metering tank to a liner in the spent resin

.

shipping cask. No personnel contamination resulted and the resin was con-
i tained in the Shipping Cask Pit. Due to the radiation levels (18 R/hr on' ' contact), initial estimate for' cleanup was 2 weeks. The inspector observed

initial evaluation and cleanupLefforts by the licensee and discussed the
! apparent cause with licensee personnel. Special Work Pemit 82-352, Cleanup

and Decontamination of Resin Spill in the Spent Resin Cask Rail Pit was
,

I reviewed. OI 17A, Solid Waste,' revision 3 dated 3/28/79 was reviewed.
Several procedural implementation problems / inadequacies apparently contributed
to this event. An initial condition requires that a TV camera be positioned

; to monitor. the mouth ~of the shipping' cask, however, the camera was not operable
on 7/13. Procedure ~ step 6 requires.that resin flow into the cask be observed

| using the TV monitor or the installed viewing mirror. This step was apparently
I not adequately implemented. A hose is required to be connected to the emergency

dump line and properly inserted. The line in use was apparently not long
enough and worked its way back onto the splash plate resulting in the splashing
of resin outside the liner during resin transfer.- Another problem concerned
the amount of air pressure used during transfer of the resin. The procedure
allows the use of compressed air up to 25 psig to aid in transfer, however,
much less pressure is actually required for most transfers. On 7/13, about
15 psig had been used.to transfer the resin and apparently either jarred the

! hose loose or blew resin out of the liner once.the metering tank was empty.
The licensee initiated an internal report to evaluate the incident and prevent
recurrence. This item is to be followed and evaluated by the NRC (317/82-18-03).

4

?
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7. Review of Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

A. LERs subnitted to NRC:RI were reviewed to verify that the details were
clearly reported, including accuracy of the description of cause and
adequacy of corrective action. The inspector determined whether further
information was required from the licensee, whether generic implications
were indicated, and whether the event warranted onsite followup. The
following LERs were reviewed.

LER No. Date of Event Date of Report Subject

Unit 1

82-29/1T 6/28/82 7/12/82 AUTOMATIC START FOR 11 and 12 AUXILIARY

FEEDWATER PUMPS INHIBITED. If

82-30/3L 6/29/82 7/30/82 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER FLOW INDICATION
IN0PERABLE.

82-31/3L 7/02/82 7/30/82 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER FLOW INDICATION
IN0PERABLE.

82-32/3L 6/29/82 7/29/82 MOTOR ISOLATION VALVE INOPERABLE.

82-33/3L 7/01/82 7/30/82 LEAKAGE AT 200 GPM INTO 11A SAFETY
INJECTION TANK WITH HPSI PUMP
OPERATING.

82-34/3L 6/09/82 7/30/82 12 SNUBBERS IN MAIN STEAM SYSTEMS,
8 SNUBBERS IN MAIN FEEDWATER, &
AUXILIARY STEAM SYSTEMS NOT PERIODICALLY
TESTED.

82-35/1T 7/19/82 7/20/82 SAFETY INJECTION TANK LEVEL BELOW

MINIMUM. 2/

82-36/3L 7/01/82 7/30/82 CEA 55 DROPPED INTO CORE.

82-37/3L 7/01/82 7/30/82 PRESSURIZER LEVEL DEVIATED FROM PROGRAM
BY GREATER THAN 5%.

82-38/3L 7/06/82 8/05/82 PRESSURIZER LEVEL DEVIATED FROM PROGRAM
BY GREATER THAN 5%.

82-39/3L 7/01/82 7/30/82 11B SAFETY INJECTION TANK LEVEL TRANS-
MITTER INOPERABLE.

82-40/lT * 8/05/82 8/06/82 PRESSURIZER PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS FOR
FOUR SAFETY CHANNELS OUT OF CALIBRATION.

,_1/ Addressed in NRC Inspection 317/82-16
_2/See paragraph 5.

~ _ . _ . - _ .__ __ .-_
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; LER No. Date of Event . Date of Report Subject

Unit'2

82-30/3L * 6/30/82 7/14/82 4 INCH DIAMETER HOLE DISCOVERED BETWEEN-
27 FOOT SWITCHGEAR-ROOM AND MAIN STEAM
PENETRATION ROOM.

82-31/3L 6/19/82 7/19/82 12 DIESEL SPEED CONTROL INOPERABLE..,

82-32/3L 7/06/82 .8/05/82 21 DIESEL GENERATOR IN0PERABLE. !

.

82-33/3L 7/02/82 7/30/82 6 SNUBBERS IN MAIN FEEDWATER 8 AUXILIARY
STEAM SYSTEMS NOT PERIODICALLY TESTED;

2 SNUBBERS (INACCESSIBLE) ON 22A LOOP
DRAIN NOT TESTED.

82-34/lT' 7/20/82 8/2/82 SERVICE WATER HEAT EXCHANGER COMBINED
! SALTWATER OUTLET VALVE -IN0PERABLE.1/

82-35/3L 7/01/82 7/30/82 21 SERVICE WATER HEAT EXCHANGER SALT- ,

WATER DISCHARGE'LINE HAD BROKEN DRAIN ,

VALVE.

'

B. For the LERs selected for onsite review (denoted by asterisks above), the
3

inspector verified that appropriate corrective action was taken or responsibility
assigned and that continued operation of the facility was conducted in accordance

.with Technical Specifications and did not constitute an unreviewed safety question .,

L .as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. Report accuracy, compliance with . current reporting
requirements and applicability to other site systens and components were also
reviewed.

,

Unit 2/82-30 - This LER concerned the discovery of a 4 inch diameter hole--

between the Unit 2 Main Steam Penetration Room and:the 27 foot Switchgear-'
,

Room which, in the event of a high ' energy steam line break, would have
allowed steam to enter the Switchgear Room. The hole had been drilled for
the installation of conduit associated with an upgrade modification of the
Auxiliary Feedwater System, Facility Change Request (FCR) 79-1052.

The inspector discussed the event with the engineers respons.ble for the
FCR and the associated Control Work Package (CWP). Additionally, review
was made of selected portions of Calvert Cliffs Instructions (CCI) 126C,
dated November 24, 1981, regarding control of FCRs and CCI 700, dated May 11,
1982, regarding CWP preparation and use. CCI 126 states that safety related
packages should be presented to the POSRC for review. This FCR was presented
to the POSRC but the cannittee did not take action to ensure the wall drilling
was properly controlled. The inspector questioned the fact that the POSRC
did not identify the drilling as a potential problem. The licensee did not

!

l

| 1/Seeparagraph5.
,
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address any corrective actions in the area of-POSRC review in its LER.
This item was discussed with the POSRC Chairman on 7/9/82.- He agreed
to consider possible corrective actions in the committee review such as
the development of better guidance to responsible engineers regarding
the types of infonnation about a plant or procedural modification that-
should be presented to the POSRC. The licensee is currently examining
possible improvements in POSRC review practices as part of its response
to a. violation contained in Inspection Report 317/82-07,318/82-07
regarding a containment leakage rate which was greater than allowed.
The NRC vdll review the licensee's final corrective action to LER 82-30
in conjunction with its response to the above violation. This LER
remains open.

Unit 2/82-29 - Containment Particulate Monitoring System. This LER--

addressed inoperability of the system due to a bent detector cable
causing five leads to pull free. The licensee concluded that the
cable had been bent by unidentified personnel and proposed locking the
cabinets. The licensee considered that the camage was unintentional
and that the individual involved was probably not aware of the damage.
The inspector examined the cabinets and noted a low probability of
personnel access in the area inside the cabinet of concern. Intentional
damage appeared to be unlikely due to the monitored nature of the

: detector and lack of function other than monitoring. A technician who
repaired the detector thought the cables were damaged during maintenance
requiring removal of the detector and subsequently pulled free due to
vibration. The inspector had no further questions regarding this LER,
however, it will remain open pending locking of the skids as committed
by the licensee.

Unit 1/82-40 - Pressurizer Pressure Safety Channel Setpoint Drift. On--

8/5 the licensee discovered that the four oressurizer pressure safety
channels for Unit 1 had all experienced transmitter drift in the low
direction. The drift was of sufficient magnitude (between 25 and 42.5
psi) such that three of the four channels were above the limiting
s fety system setting for the Reactor Protective Syster" of 2400 psia.
The transmitters in question were newly installed (ou' age completed
July, 1982) Barton instruments which had been purchased for post accident
condition environmental qualification upgrade pursuant to IE Bulletin 79-01.
Similar transmitters had been installed for the subcooled margin monitors
and steam generator pressure safety channels. The unit was in Mode 3
at the time and all instruments concerned were recalibrated prior to
restart. All transmitters were found to have a drift in the low direction.
The licensee reviewed historical ( since July 1,1982) shift checks of
transmitter outputs and discussed the results and plans to monitor for drift
with the inspector prior to restart. A consistant 30/40 psid offset of the

Heise (pressure) y channels with the control channels was noted.
pressurizer safet A

gage was installed at the primary sample _ sink and the
licensee started taking onshift readings of the instrtrnents versus the
gage. The licensee speculated that the cause was either initial transmitter
aging or the effects of heatup of the containment. (The accuracy was stated
to be + 0.5% of span between 80-130*F equivalent to + 5 psig. Containment

_
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ambient temperature was 120 F on 8/5.) The licensee stated that the
instrument channel would be considered inoperable if it drifted more
than 10 psid from the initial difference as compared to the 0.1%, 0 -
3000 psia Heise gage. The licensee also stated that their Engineering
Department would look into the purchase . specifications of the instrtinents.
This LER remains open pending receipt and evaluation of the licensee's
followup written report and any additional corrective actions.

8. Plant Maintenance

The inspector observed and reviewed maintenance and problem investigation
activities to verify compliance with regulations, adninistrative and maintenance
procedures,-and codes and standards, proper QA/QC involvement, safety tags use,
equipment alignment, jtsnpers use, personnel qualifications, radiological controls
for worker protection, fire protection, retest requirements, and reportability
per Technical Specifications. The following activities were included.

MR 0-82-3676, observed portions of removal and replacement of saltwater--

valve 2-SW-197 on 7/21 and 7/22.

-- MR 0-82-3755, observed portions of the manufacture and replacement of a
new shaft and bearings for 12 ECCS exhaust fan on 8/2/82.

No unacce.ptable conditions were identified.

9. Surveillance Testing

The inspector observed parts of tests to verify that performance was in accordance
with approved procedures, LCOs were satisfied, test results (if completed).were
satisfactory, removal and restoration of equipment were properly accomplished,
and that deficiencies were properly reviewed and resolved. The following tests
were reviewed.

,

STP M-171-2, Unit 2 Personnel Air Lock seal test, observed on 7/30/82.--

During the performance of STP M-171-2, apparent leakage was detected through
the outer air lock door seal. Proper seal test pressure could not be main-
tained by the test apparatus, and the technician conducting the test could
hear air escaping from the door seal area. When the technician tried to'

open the outer door to investigate the problem, he found that the door
would not open. The inner door had been tested satisfactorily immediately
prior to the discovery of the outer door leakage. The problem was reported

;

to the Shift Supervisor who placed the Unit 2 in an action statement for
Technical Specification 3.6.1.3.a. MR I-82-2101 was initiated to investigate /
repair the door. A broken cam was found in the outer door which was not'

allowing the door to open and was the cause of the leakage. The door
was repaired the same day.

STP M-150-0, Battery Pilot cells test, observed on 8/4.- --

On 7/30 the inspector observed a laboratory chloride analysis per Radiation--

Chemistry Procedure 1-906, revision 1, for the Unit 2 steam generators*

(S/G) following unit power reduction due to high chloride and sodium ~
concentrations in the generators. Sample results were 210 ppb C1~ for

i

,
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S/G 21 and 222 ppb Cl for S/G 22. Plant procedure RCP l-210, revision
10, calls for plant shutdown when sodium levels reach 500 ppb in the S/Gs.

During the perfomance of STP M-150 the inspector questioned the licensee--

concerning calibration of the test equipnent used. Themometers and
voltmeters were properly calibrated and controlled, however, the hydrometers
were not marked or otherwise included in the licensee's test and measurement
instrument program. The licensee stated that the hydrometers were checked
upon receipt with solutions of calculated specific gravity and that the
hydrometers could not be adjusted, just discarded if not accurate. The
inspector stated that these instruments should be periodically checked to
ensure their characteristics had not changed and properly controlled. The
licensee developed Test Equipnent Calibration Procedure ITEC-119, issued
8/9/82 and calibrated all hydrometers as of 8/10/82.

10. Licensee Action on NUREG 0660, NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the
TMI-2 Accident

The NRC's Region I Office has inspection responsibility for selected action plan
items. These items have been broken down into numbered descriptions (enclosure-
1 to NUREG 0737, Clarification of TMI Action Plan Items). Licensee letters
containing commitments to the NRC were used as the basis for acceptability,
along with NRC clarification letters and inspector judgment. The following
items were reviewed.

II.B.3.1, Interim Post Accident Sampling System (PASS). ~ NUREG U/37 required--

that an interim PASS system be implemented by January 1,1980. The licensee's
interim system was addressed in two previous NRC Inspection Reports (317/80-
16, 318/80-15 and 317/81-19, 318/81-18) and left as an unresolved item.The final
PASS system has now been implemented, therefore no further NRC review of

318/80-15-05)ystem will be. conducted. The unresolved item (317/80-16-06,
the interim s

is closed. Procedure deficiencies identified in previous
inspection reports regarding the interim sampling system hich may applyw
to procedures for the modified system will be reviewed to ensure correction.

II.B.3.2, Post Accident Sampling System (final) (PASS).- NUREG 0737 required--

that final PASS plant modifications be implemented by January 1,1982. In
a letter dated April 19, 1982, the licensee stated that the final PASS
system would be operable by June,1982. The licensee completed installation
and testing of its final PASS modification by its conmitted date (June 1,
1982) and declared the system operable. The system, installed under FCR
80-1008, perfonns the following functions:

(1) Samples reactor coolant from a Reactor Coolant System (RCS) hot
leg or from the low pressure safety injection system for both
units and can measure RCS boron concentration, pH, total gas,
hydrogen, oxygen, and various radioactive isotopes for both
units; and

4
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.(2) provides a means of collecting grab samples of the
containment atmosphere . reactor coolant, and gases | released
from .the reactor coolant..

The system is currently' undergoing NRC:NRR post implementation review.
NRR has requested additional information on the system in a-letter dated
June 30,1982.

The inspector reviewed the FCR design package and its implementation and
~

noted that the original package and-its: supplements had received POSRC
- review. Evidence of Quality Assurance review was noted, e.g. MR-81-7037
- dated March 2,1981, " Install Containment Atmosphere Sample, Unit 2".

i During the review of the PASS installation,' the inspector' noted on 7/26,'
i that the Unit 2 low pressure safety injection system sample point isolation:

valve, 2-PS-192, was tagged shut (Tagout #02096, dated 2/11/82 for " PASS ' ~
- flush"). The valve itself was shut. The tagout was authorized for.-
clearance.about May 1, 1982. The tagout record indicated that the-ta
for 2-PS-192 was cleared and verified cleared by a second individual. gThe-

s
. subject tag should have been removed during/ tag clearance. Calvert Cliffs
[ Instruction (CCI) 112 states that after. tag clearance has been authorized,
! the Tagging Authority person shall " remove the tags, position the equipment

to the cleared tag position, initial and date the tagout record and shall
! instruct another person qualified on the appropriate watch station to
: inspect the equipment.and ensure that the equipment is in the cleared-
i tag position. Failure to properly clear the tag on 2-PS-192 is a r

violation (318/82-16-02).,

;

On July 30,1982, the inspector expressed concern to the acting Plant-
;_ Superintendent that the PASS system may not currently be in a proper

lineup. Tagout #02096 listed the " cleared tag" position for manual
sample point isolation valves as " shut". If, during an accident, thei

system would need to be remotely operable, the isolation valves may be,

! mispositioned.

An operating procedure for the system has been drafted but has not been,

' issued. Issuance is planned for early August,1982 in the form of an
! Emergency Response Implementing Procedure (ERPIP). The inspector pointed

out to the individual responsible for preparing the procedure the_ possible4

{ need.for an operating instruction in addition to the ERPIP which would
contain a valve lineup for. operations ~ personnel to use prior to. appropriate
plant mode changes.

i
; Training on the system was provided to operations personnel during the

period of March 29 to May 24, 1982. A limited amount of system training:

; has been given to the plant chemistry supervisor and a principal radiation-
; chemistry technician. Additional training is planned for plant chemistry
[ department personnel, the group who will actually operate the system,in

August, 1982.;
.

i'
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The licensee is currently preparing a proposed Technical Specification
change for the PASS for subnittal to the NRC.

~All affected drawings have not yet been revised to reflect "as built"
conditions. Several drawings more commonly used by operations personnel
have been annotated with Design Change Notice (DCN) numbers to indicate
changes resulting from the PASS installation. These DCNs are available
to the control room operators. The inspector verified _ that control room
piping and instrumentation diagrams OM66, for the Primary Sampling System,
OM77, for the Reactor Coolant Waste Processing System, and OM463, for the
Gas Analyzing System, had been annotated with proper DCN nebers.

Item II.B.3.2 will remain open pending further NRC review.

-- II.F.1, Attachnent 1, Noble Gas Effluent Monitor. This item had been
previously inspected and left open (Report 317/82-05,318/82-05). During
the current inspection the Wide Range Gas Monitor (WRGMS) System
was functioning (capable of obtaining a reading) for both units with -

several startup and completion items still outstanding as described
below. The Noble Gas Steam Effluent Monitoring System is scheduled
for completion by 1/1/83 and will be inspected at a later date.

The following docuents were reviewed relating to the WRGMS (FCR 79-1058).

(1) TSP No. 67, Revision 0, approved 3/10/82, Unit 1 Hide Range Gas
Monitor Preoperational Test Procedure.

(2) TSP No. 65, Revision 0, approved 3/5/82, Unit 2 Wide Range Gas
Monitor Preoperational Test Procedure.

(3) General Atomic Docment E-255-961 (9/81), Calibration Report,
RD 72 WRGM High and Mid Range Detector.

(4) General Atomic Document E-ll5-647 (5/80), Calibration Report for
Model RD 52 Offline Beta Detector (Low Range).

(5) General Atmic Document E-115-809 Model RM 23 Readout Users Guide.

(6) General Atomic Document E-115-959 (5/81), WRGM Software Design Document.

(7) General Atomic Docment E-ll5-865 (6/81), Operation and Maintenance
Manual for the GA NGMS.

The inspector noted that the remote (Control Room) recorders were not
recording due to no chart paper although the pens were indicating. The
licensee stated that new chart paper was on order and would be installed.

:
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. . The inspector questioned the calibration procedure and adequacy of .the
4' detectors. , A prototype detector was calibrated to NBS traceable standards
'

for_ each type of detector, and then GA provided a detector unique count ;

rate for a supplied to customer (BG&E) source. In addition, the inspector,

noted that a detector response curve as a function of energy was noti

i provided to allow determination of activity as a function of radionuclides
'

relative abundance. The licensee stated that these issues were being
pursued with the vendor. The inspector further noted that'a system
operating instruction and.alann procedures had'not been written, valve,

lineups written and valving identified. preventive maintenance program
'

'

needed to be established, the preoperational test procedure was not com-,

pleted, the Unit 2 flow rate was erroneous (bad pitot tubes) and the'

Unit 1 flow rate transducer was being replaced, such that an artificial
flow valve was inputed to the microprocessor for the purpose of establishing
isokinetic flow conditions. g
for' correlation of the NGMS reading (output is in uCi/sec based on XeThelicenseehadnotestablishedprocedug3).

: to microcuries per second based on the ' expected spectrum of isotopes
following an accident. The licensee stated that this feature would be
incorporated in the Dnergency Plan Implementing Procedures. The inspector
also questioned the licensee concerning correlation of the instrument -
output to actual radionuclides being released. The licensee consnitted

i to perfonn such correlations. Item II.F.1, Attachment 1, remains open'

pending completion of the items discussed above and reinspection by the-
NRC.r

Due to the nature and quanity of the incomplete items addressed above,
the inspector questioned whether or not the installed NGMS satisfied the,

* licensee's commitment to have the system operational on July 1,1982.
! Various individuals within the licensee's organization questioned the .
1 systems operability. The licensee stated that a revised letter would
i be sent to the NRC addressing a more realistic forecast of system com-
;. pletion and operability. - Subnission of a revised schedule for the NGMS
: is unresolved (317/82-18-05, 318/82-16-03) and will be followed by the
I

NRC.
. _ _ _ _ _ _

!
II.K.3.25, Loss of Power on Pump Seals. In a letter to the NRC dated !--

July 22, 1982 the licensee stated that it had reviewed the Component t

Cooling Water (CCW) system valve alignment and verified that cooling
water can be delivered to the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seals under
any conditions that might conceivably accompany a loss of offsite power
event, i.e., containment isolation. The inspector discussed this item
with the Principal Engineer for Operational Licensing and Safety and
pointed out that the letter may be incorrect in that the CCW containment
isolation valves cannot be opened when a containment isolation signal is '

present. This item is open pending further NRC review.

+

j
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II.F.1, Attachment 6, Containment H2 Monitor. The hydrogen analyzing--

system required modification because the old system did not have the
required (NUREG 0737)10% range, readout in the control room, and access
to the old equipment operating station at (-) 10 foot elevation of the
Auxiliary Building was not possible using new source tems. The licensee
initiated FCR 80-1005 to install a new containment hydrogen sampling system.

The inspector reviewed _FCR 80-1005, Containment Hydrogen Monitor Modification
Units 1 and 2, through supplement 12 and associated Safety Analysis dated
6/30/81, and Infomation Statement for FCR 80-1005 dated August 7,1981.

The licensee has not completed installation and testing of both new hydrogen
analyzers. Technical Specification Amendments 74 (Unit 1) and 55 (Unit 2)
were issued on July 30,1982 extending the T.S. LC0 allowing one analyzer
out of service for the TMI modification until 9/30/82. Item II.F.1.6
remains open pending completion by the licensee and additional NRC inspection.

11. Review of Periodic and Special Reports

Upon receipt, periodic and special reports submitted pursuant to Technical
Specification 6.9.1 and 6.9.2 were reviewed. That review included the
following: Inclusion of infomation required by the NRC, test results and/
or supporting infomation consistency with design predictions and perfomance
specifications, planned corrective action adequacy for resolution of problems,
detemination whether any infomation should be classified as an abnomal
occurrence, and validity of reported infomation. The following periodic
report was reviewed:

June,1982 Operations Status Reports for Calvert Cliffs.No.1 Unit--

and Calvert Cliffs No. 2 Unit, dated July 15,1982.

| 12. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to detemine
whether they are acceptable. Unresolved items are discussed in paragraphs 2.D,

,

5, and 10 of this report.

13. Exit Interview

| Meetings were held with senior facility management periodically during the course
of this inspection to discuss the inspection scope and findings. A sumary of
findings was also provided to the licensee at the conclusion of the report period.|


